
June 28, 2021
Electric Vehicle Council of Ottawa Monthly Meeting



Agenda

 Overview of agenda/introductions – Raymond Leury

 EnviroCentre – Drive Green Ottawa – Jennifer Stelzer

 Impact of iZEV – Mike Banks

 OC Transpo – the road to success – Raymond Leury

 EV News – Mitchell House

 Past and Future events – Raymond Leury

 Round table

 Charging stations forecast



Bringing Environmental Change to Life.



EnviroCentre’s mission is to provide people, 

communities and organizations with practical 

solutions to lighten their environmental impact in 

lasting ways.

Our Vision

Dramatic reductions in greenhouse gas emissions 

are achieved through inspired environmental 

action and positive change.

Our Mission



Our Work:
What we do and 

why we do it!



EnviroCentre’s Work Promotes:

Green Homes

Green City

Green Business

Green 

Lifestyle



We’ve been 
helping Ottawa 
get greener
since 1999!



Drive Green Ottawa –

Monday, September 27- Friday, October 1 

The purpose of the event is to raise awareness 

about;

• Benefits of personal electric vehicles

• financial incentives to purchase

• local programs/infrastructure

• new technology in the industry



Drive Green Speakers Series
DAILY FROM MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 27 – FRIDAY, OCTOBER 1

A daily feature featuring leaders in the EV 

community

Proposed online participants, and speakers, include:

•City of Ottawa

•Plug‘n Drive

•Electric Vehicle Council of Ottawa

•MTO

•Electric car retailer/manufacturer

•Electric bike/scooter representatives

•Charging station manufacturers, including but not necessarily 

limited to Envari and SWTCH



Drive Green Virtual EV Showcase
DAILY FROM MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 27 – FRIDAY, OCTOBER 1

Video interview local EV owners 

about their cars and experiences 

operating an EV in Ottawa. 

Call out for EVCO members! We 

will send our comms staff to you to 
create the video

A look at the local context from local EV owners



Drive Green Drive-by
MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 27 FROM 6 P.M. – 7 P.M.

https://www.facebook.com/EnviroCentre/videos/731169400765521

Coordinate and promote a EV Drive-by demonstration throughout the city.  Much like last year but with  few “lessons learned”

• One hour route planned with EVCO members

• Ensure areas are not under construction

• Flags available but more are needed we will edit text alignment

• Promote if possible (we were not allowed to promote route last year due to Covid restrictions)

Showing residents the (not so distant) future of Ottawa streets!



Drive Green – Green Room Podcast
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 29 AT 12:00 P.M.

Speaker TBD:

a ten-minute Q&A about 
the environmental 

benefits and challenges 

and solutions for the 
large-scale adoption of 

ZEVs (Zero Emissions 
Vehicles)

Part of EnviroCentre’s weekly podcast series



Drive Green Bingo
ongoing

Promote and share Drive Green Bingo Game 

through social media and community partners.  

Just a fun little resource for families or schools

Family Fun



Questions?  
Ideas?



jennifer.stelzer@envirocentre.ca

www.envirocentre.ca

http://www.envirocentre.ca/


The Impact of iZEV
Electric Vehicle Council of Ottawa (EVCO)

Michael Banks

Vice President, EVCO



Overview

What iZEV is.

What is iZEV supposed to do?

Current EV market projections.

What iZEV has actually done.

Where should iZEV go from here?



What is iZEV?

EV’s are generally more expensive than many fossil fuel cars.

iZEV is a point-of-sale incentive to reduce upfront EV cost.

Came into effect May 1st, 2019.

Eligible vehicles receive a rebate up to $5,000



What is iZEV supposed to do?

iZEV is intended to accelerate the adoption of EV’s by making them more 

affordable in order to meet Government targets for the decarbonization of 

transport.

Current Government targets:

By 2025, 10% of new light-duty vehicles sold in Canada will be zero-emission

in 2020, 3.5% were zero-emission

BC was already at 8.4% in 2020

Quebec was at 6.8% in 2020

Ontario still lags 2018 high (2.1%) at 1.8% in 2020

By 2030, 30% will be zero-emission

By 2040, 100% will be zero-emission

Source: https://tc.canada.ca/en/road-transportation/innovative-technologies/zero-emission-vehicles#/find/nearest?country=CA



Current EVCO EV market predictions.

By 2028 50% will be zero-

emission

(Government predicts ~20% in 2028, 

50% by 2034)

By 2031 80% will be zero-

emission

(Government predicts ~30% in 2031, 

80% in 2037)



What has iZEV actually done?

iZEV appears to have exerted a downward pressure on new EV market entrant 

prices.

Vehicle Pre-iZEV price or 

converted USD 

price

Current 

Canadian Base 

Model Price

Tesla Model 3 $47,600 (2018 

launch price)

$46,389

VW ID 4 $54,700 $44,995

Mustang Mach E $52,130 $50,495

Kia EV 6 $49,974 ?

Hyundai Ioniq 5 $56,670 ? Source: https://web.archive.org/web/20210601210214/https://www.hyundaicanada.com/en/coming-soon/2022-ioniq-5/pre-order



Where should iZEV go from here?

The downward pressure on EV prices is an unintended but welcome effect of 

the iZEV program.

Given that the effect, the Government should consider slowly walking the 

iZEV thresholds downward in price in order to keep pressure on automakers to 

reduce EV prices.

Despite projections of EV market saturation happening in the next decade or 

so, EV affordability continues to be an issue and programs like iZEV can help 

ensure that more affordable EV’s are made available as quickly as possible.



OC Transpo e-buses

The Road to Success

The inside story



E-bus Ottawa Campaign #ebusottawa

March 10, 2019
 We are seeking the following from 

Ottawa City Council to match the 

commitments already made by 

Toronto, Montreal, Vancouver, 

Laval and Edmonton:

 To run an electric bus pilot in 2020

 To introduce electric buses on regular 

service by 2021

 To purchase only electric buses 

starting in 2024

 To have a 100% electric bus fleet by 

2035

2021

2022

2022

2036



History

 Fall 2018

 Edmonton (Jan 2016) and Toronto are/have testing/ed E-buses

 OC Transpo was focused on LRT

 Manconi was talking Hydrogen or CNG buses, not e-buses

 Concern that management may want to make e-buses fail

 Based on hybrid buses where they were used on long routes

 Talked with councilors McKenney and Ménard about doing 
something – McKenney motion in Feb 2019

 September 22, 2018 – GEDO –

 October 5, 2018 – Nova e-bus demo at OC Transpo

 Mayor could not attend – election

 “e-buses are a proven technology…” Manconi



History

 October 22, 2018 - Municipal elections

 Watson promises an e-bus pilot during term of council

 January 15th, 2019 - Met with Minister McKenna’s staff

 “we can’t give them money if they don’t ask” 

 Feb 20, 2019 – Transit Commission

 Councilor McKenney

 Question to staff: In keeping with the City’s commitment to reducing 
greenhouse gas emissions, and with the knowledge that OC Transpo’s
diesel buses create the majority of the City’s greenhouse gas, what 
would be the environmental and fiscal impact of a pilot project to 
introduce electric zero-emission buses to the fleet in 2020?

 Considerable pushback from Manconi on fuel type 

 Setup www.plugincanada.ca

http://www.plugincanada.ca/


History

 Partnership with

 Ecology Ottawa

 Healthy Transportation Coalition

 Petition

 March 10, 2019 – “official” campaign 
launch

 March 13, 2019 – launch Plug-It-In 
Carleton!

 April 14, 2019 – IKEA Drive Electric 
Day

 Talked to Mayor Watson – Why 
are you talking to me?  See 
Transit Chair Hubley

 Talked to Minister McKenna



History

 Apr 17, 2019 – Presentation to Zero Transit Ottawa

 May 1, 2019 – Met Hubley, met Cloutier

 May 2019 - presentations to several other councilors and commissioners

 Key messages to council

 125,000 tons of CO2 per year, 52% of City’s corporate emissions

 $50K per bus per year in operational savings

 -> Save money AND do what’s right for the planet – no brainer!

 Nobody had any grounds to object

 Finance the batteries

 Hydro Ottawa/Envari as partner

 Long range buses, no on-route charging

 Over half the fleet expected to renew in next few years

 Replace buses with e-buses during normal 15-year replacement cycle



History

May 2019 – Response to McKenney’s query

TTC 003 – Zero-Emission E-bus Pilot Project 
Response

May 15, 2019 – Transit Commission

“E-buses not ready, too new, no range, don’t 
work in cold temperatures, etc.” Manconi

May 29th, 2019 – Meeting with Councilor 
McKenna

 June 11, 2019 – Meeting with Councilor Ménard



History
 June 12, 2019 – Council motion to do a pilot

 Council directed staff to introduce electric buses to the 
OC Transpo fleet, examine approaches for conversion to a 
full low-emissions fleet, develop a transition plan, and 
pursue funding opportunities to achieve this goal. 

 THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that staff provide a plan to Transit Commission on June 19, 
2019, to introduce electric buses to the OC Transpo fleet within this term of Council; and 

 BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that staff continue to monitor research conducted by various agencies 
such as the Canadian Urban Transit Research and Innovation Consortium (CUTRIC) and ongoing 
alternative energy pilot projects in other Canadian municipalities; and

 BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that staff start working on a plan in this term of Council to further expand 
the number of buses that rely on cleaner sources of energy by 2025; and

 BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that staff pursue funding opportunities dedicated to transit and 
environmental initiatives that may arise at other levels of government to help fund this transition to 
cleaner sources of energy.



History
 June 19, 2019 – Transit Commission

 OC Transpo found $6M to sole source 2 short range buses to Nova

 Manconi now supports e-buses!

 EVCO Presentation – Rebuke to report - OC Transpo misleading 
council

 Large city – service area smaller than most

 Average of 400-500km/day – true is 225-275

 Need long range, not short-range buses

 Etc.

 Councilors McKenna and Brockington – $6M must be competed

 DIRECTION TO STAFF: That the pilot project to acquire two 
electric buses and required Capital / Infrastructure, estimated 
to cost $6 Million, be acquired via tendering process.



History
 Sep 21, 2019 – Proterra e-bus at GEDO

 Good press coverage

 Fall 2019 – commitment from McKenna to stop funding non-zero 
emission buses as of 2023

 Stop funding CNG fueling stations

 Federal Election –

 McKenna’s Ministerial letter – stop funding non-zero emissions buses

 Nov 6, 2019 – Transit Commission - will use CUTRIC agreement to 
source e-buses

 Contradicts direction to staff – need to tender

 Nov 14, 2019 – Letter to council re Manconi not following direction

 Nov 17, 2019 – Open letter to council and press



History

 Nov 20, 2019 – Transit Commission Meeting

 Dec 11, 2019 – Council motion (Sudds & Ménard) to ask 

staff report to convert entire fleet to non-diesel after 

pilot

 Manconi – “$1.1M per bus”,“CNG should be looked at”

 March, 2020 – RFP comes out

 min 250km range e-buses, bus in service by Dec 1st, 2020

 “Covid” delays…



History

 Dec 5, 2020 - Announcement

 OC Transpo to buy 4 (up from 2) long range e-buses from New 
Flyer 

 Delivery fall 2021

 2021 Budget – no funding for anything e-bus related

 Need to fund engineering studies for electrification of garages

 Hydro Ottawa had committed to do that

 May 6, 2021 – Manconi announces retirement in September

 Jun 16, 2021 – Report Recommending full transition to e-buses

 Approved by Transit Commission - unanimous

 Jun 23, 2021 – Approved by full council - unanimous



Report Recommendations

 (Purchased 4 e-buses for delivery in 2021)

 We expect first to be in service by late September 2021

 Proposal:

 Purchase 74 e-buses for delivery in 2022-23

 $1,3M per bus (40 foot) – up from $1.1M mentioned in Dec 2019

 Up to 450 e-buses to be purchased by 2027

 Report repeats most of our talking points

 Fuel technology analysis in particular is almost carbon copy

 Note:  hydrogen buses heavier than e-buses…

 “Ottawa is the first city to go entirely electric” - NOT

 Overhead catenary charging in garage

 $1B for the first phase

 Numbers don’t make sense - $200-300M overestimate

 Why are they so far off?



The Numbers

 “$1B over 5 years”

 Charging system

 $200k for “power pack”, $50k 

for “dispenser”

 Our numbers show that this 

should be between $70-100k per 

bus, less with shared

 $422k per bus total

 E-buses

 Av price of $1.7M

 $200-300M overestimate

 Skews business case



Report - Review of available technologies in 2026

 In 2026, Hydrogen will still be at least as expensive as 

diesel

 It would take a change in the laws of physics to alter that

 Green hydrogen not likely be the cheapest option by then

 E-buses will be less expensive than today (Bloomberg NEF)

 Foregone conclusion

 Let's put the money to more productive use

 Re-focus the review on mid-life re-fit of diesel buses

 It is likely to be cost effective to convert to e-bus by 2027

 Convert almost all buses by 2029 – Ottawa might yet be first!



Mid-life Re-fits



Para Transpo

 There are at least two Canadian suppliers in market

 Lion - https://thelionelectric.com/en in Québec

 Greenpower Motor Company Inc - https://greenpowermotor.com/ in BC

 Relatively new to market.  Since these buses have an expected lifetime of only 7 

years, manufacturer warranty should cover any problems that occur and eliminate 

the risks with a new product.  The Para Transpo replacement is expected in 2024 

which means it will need to be ordered in 2023.

 Recommendation:  

 OC Transpo research (and run trials with) e-buses in 2022-23 so that they can be 

ready to order e-buses for Para Transpo in 2023 for delivery in 2024.  

 If the delays are too short, then extending the lifetime of the existing fleet for an 

additional year or two should be considered.

https://thelionelectric.com/en
https://greenpowermotor.com/


Other Portions of the Fleet

 Stage 2 expansion – Trillium line

 Original plan was to stay with diesel

 Is Trillium line being electrified?   → NO

 Other vehicles

 What is the plan for electrification?

 Solar on garages – highest production during mid-day summer days

 Matches the peak demand quite well

 Portage Power?  OREC?



What’s left to do?  Plenty!

 Help other municipalities in Canada (and US) that haven’t made the 

commitment to move ahead

 Presentation to Climate Reality Canada

 First goal is to ensure friends row in the same direction

 Electric school buses

 Rest of OCT fleet – ParaTranspo, other vehicles

 Conversions in 2026 and beyond?

 Rest of city fleet (utility, garbage, police, fire)

 Continue pushing EVs for the general public 



EV News – June 2021



Summary

 Brands that going electric

 Governments mandating electric



Brands going electric

 Mini: Half of model range will be electric by 2027, entire range will be EV only by 
2030

 General Motors: All light-duty vehicles (including 1500 series trucks) by 2035. 30 
new EV models across all brands by 2025.

 Honda: Global line-up will be zero emission by 2040, sooner in North America

 Jaguar: All current internal combustion engine products will be discontinued in 
2025. Replaced with more luxurious EV-only models

 Land Rover: First EV in 2024, 6 more by 2026, and zero emission by 2036

 Fiat: Gradually becoming EV-only from 2025 to 2030, with EV models coming in 
cheaper than internal combustion engine vehicles

 Ford: All vehicles electric by 2030 (Europe), with electrified models becoming 
majority of models available by 2026

 Volvo: Fully electric by 2030, with only electrified models from now on. Target of 
50% fully electric sales by 2025.



Brands going electric… Cont.

 Volkswagen: Last gasoline powered vehicle sold in 2026, electric only models 

after that. 70% of sales to be electric by 2030.

 Toyota: Stop producing combustion engines by 2040. 70 electrified models by 

2025 (globally)

 Audi: No new models with a gasoline engine past 2026. Sales of internal 

combustion vehicles will slow from 2026 onwards, and no longer be sold by 

2032.

 Mercedes Benz: Planning to only sell electric-only models by 2030/31

 BMW: 50% of all vehicles sold will be electric by 2030

 Lincoln: 50% of all vehicles sold will be electric by 2025, 100% by 2030



Governments going electric

 Germany: 2030 – No new sales of gasoline/diesel vehicles

 Iceland: 2030 – No new sales of gasoline/diesel vehicles

 Japan: 2035 – No new sales of gasoline/diesel vehicles

 Netherlands: 2030 – Ban on all gasoline and diesel cars

 Norway: 2025 – Ban on all gasoline and diesel cars

 Slovenia: 2030 – Emission limit of 50g CO2/km (effectively eliminates 

gasoline/diesel sales)

 Sweden: 2030 – No new sales of gasoline/diesel cars

 UK: 2030 - No new sales of gasoline/diesel cars, hybrids allowed until 2035

 Least progressive of “European” policies



Governments going electric

 European Commision Floating Idea of Euro 7 standards

 Rules for cars, vans, trucks, buses

 Car Maker Response: “Technically impossible to achieve emission reductions using 

gasoline or diesel technology”

 EU Commision: “More probable that the internal combustion engine will cease 

to exist if no harmonized action is taken to render them less polluting.”

 End of 2021 is when announcement is made regarding final standards



Cities going electric

 Amsterdam: Older diesel cars, non-electric buses to be banned by 2022. Non-

electric mopeds to be banned in 2025. All vehicles electric by 2030.

 Athens: All diesel vehicles banned by 2025

 Auckland: Only electric buses by 2025, all vehicles electric by 2030.

 Barcelona: Only electric buses by 2025, all vehicles electric by 2030.

 Bristol: Ban on all private vehicles from city center from 7 am to 3 pm from 

2021

 Brussels: All diesel vehicles banned by 2030, all petrol vehicles banned by 

2035

 California: All passenger vehicles and light duty trucks to be zero emission by 

2035



Cities going electric… Cont. 

 Cape Town: All vehicles to be zero emission by 2030, only electric buses by 
2025

 Copenhagen: All vehicles to be zero emission by 2030, only electric buses by 
2025

 Lausanne: Zero emission mobility only by 2030

 London: All vehicles to be zero emission by 2030, electric buses only by 2025

 Los Angeles: All vehicles to be zero emission by 2030, electric buses only by 
2025

 Madrid: All diesel vehicles banned by 2025

 Mexico City: All diesel vehicles banned by 2025

 Milan: All diesel vehicles banned by 2030, electric buses only by 2025



Cities going electric… Cont. 

 Moscow: Ban on all non-electric bus purchases in 2021. Plans for bans on all 

non-electric vehicles.

 Paris: Ban on all diesel vehicles by 2025

 Quebec: Ban of new gas-powered vehicle sales by 2035.

 Quito: Ban on all diesel and petrol vehicles by 2030, only electric buses by 

2025

 Rome: Ban on diesel vehicles from historical center from 2024 onwards

 Seattle: Ban on all diesel and gasoline vehicles by 2030, electric-only buses by 

2025

 Vancouver: Ban on all diesel and gasoline vehicles by 2030, electric-only buses 

from 2025



Unintended Consequences

 Used Vehicle dumping will be a major concern: Exports of vehicles from 

developed world to developing world, particularly in Eastern Europe, Central 

Asia and Africa.



Potential Solutions

 Export prohibitions: EU to develop rules to prevent most polluting vehicles 

from leaving the EU

 Import prohibitions: Including used vehicle bans, used vehicle import age 

limits, taxation and inspection tests

 Mandatory recycling: EU to introduce rules on mandatory recycled content in 

specific product groups, specifically as it relates to end-of-life vehicles and 

the re-integration to the circular economy. 

 Scrappage programs: Governments to offer premium to owners to have their 

fossil fuelled vehicle voluntarily scrapped and buy a cleaner vehicle from that 

money. 



Scrappage Program Benefits

 Levies imposed on high emitting vehicles pay for bonuses on low-emitting 
vehicles

 Benefits can also be extended to used vehicles

 Generally produces surplus revenue (especially early on)

 Emissions thresholds that are predictable and progressive over time continue 
to reduce emissions and result in net-zero revenue

 Reduces fuel costs for consumers by reducing need for fossil fuel imports, 
which is hopefully something people want to do anyways

 Usually requires buy-in from manufacturers in the country/region who better 
understand how these systems support their bottom line

 Increased demand for low-emission vehicles, which supports their R&D efforts, 
shortening the rate of return on investment



Past Events
Reaching outside the bubble!







EcoHack-a-City - Accelerating the Transition 

to Electric Vehicles
 June 3rd – 7:00-8:30 – Earth Day Canada



Movin’On Summit
 https://summit.movinonconnect.com/

https://summit.movinonconnect.com/


DecarbConnect – North America



IESO – Public Consultation on Gas Plants

 IESO – Independent Electrical System Operator

 Gas plants are used for peak power

 Ford governments wants to greatly expand their use as demand grows

 Clean Air Alliance is pushing to close gas plants by 2030

 Public Consultation for May 27th was postponed to June

 EVCO submitted feedback supporting closing by 2030

 2021 IESO Summit-Lite – June 22 - 9-12AM

 https://ieso.ca/en/Sector-Participants/Engagement-Initiatives/Overview/Summit-Lite

 Stakeholder Engagement Meetings – June 22-24



Upcoming Events



Upcoming Events 

- regular

July 26 - Next EVCO meeting







The Fall will be busy!!

 (Sept 17-19 – Salon du véhicule électrique de Montréal)

 Sept 24-26 - Salon du véhicule électrique en Outaouais

 Tentative – test drives to be provided

 Sept 27-Oct 1 - Drive Green Ottawa

 Envirocentre

 Oct 2 – Sustainability Showcase (GEDO)

 Lansdowne Park

 Showcase

 Test drives

 E-bus??







Charging Infrastructure in 10-30 years

• What will work in 10-30 years vs now?
• An increasing proportion of the fleet will be electric up to 100% in 2050
• Level II charging likely to remain about the same

o Home wiring limitations will keep it 30-80A at 240V
o It will still take multiple hours for a full charge
o I can’t see any practical reason to charge at more than 30A at home
o Most cases we result in 1-2 hours of charging
o More than sufficient to accommodate V2G

• DCFC Charging
o Currently it takes 20-40 minutes to charge (up to an hour in some cases)

▪ This is the type of timeline that would favor placing DCFCs in grocery 
parking lots or beside restaurants



Charging Infrastructure in 10-30 years

• DCFC Charging
o We know this is going to get faster 

▪ 350kW stations already deployed
▪ How much faster are they likely to get?
▪ 5-10 min charging time?
▪ Will inexpensive cars charge as fast?

▪ Will this make the best model return to the gas fill-up situation, i.e. 
you wait in the car for a few minutes?

▪ If they charge faster, they can serve more vehicles in the same 
timeframe

• We need less DCFCs
o How does this apply to medium and heavy duty vehicles?

• Anything else we should be thinking about?
• Where should we locate these charging stations?



Roundtable!!




